Preoperative neuroimage findings as a predictor of postoperative neurological deficit in intracranial meningiomas.
The present study aimed to find radiological parameters that can provide indirect information on the invasive growth of meningioma relevant enough to predict the likely risk of postoperative neurological deficit. The cohort consisted of 40 consecutive adult patients (from January 2004 till May 2005) with comparable general condition parameters (age 18-75 years, KRS 70-100, ASA 1-2) with meningiomas solely attacking brain tissue with the whole of their volume. The Pearson chi-square test was used for statistical evaluation. Radical resection of the meningioma was attained in 33 (82.5%) patients and subtotal resection in 7 (17.5%). Ten (25%) patients at 7 days after the operation had neurological findings which were worse than before. Seven were found to have a new neurological deficit and there were three cases of progression of the existing neurological symptoms. Three patients (7.5%) were worse off neurologically than before the operation as long as 3 months after surgery, while seven had their neurological condition restored ad integrum. All of the ten patients with postoperatively worsened neurological findings had their meningiomas localised in the eloquent area. A correlation was found between the eloquent area and neurological deficits, and also between the presence of peritumoral oedema (small, medium, large) and neurological deficits. Interdependence was detected between a discernible tumour-brain interface and the absence of oedema, between a discernible tumour-brain interface and a dural type of vascular supply, and between the dural type of vascularisation and an absence of oedema. As follows from the outcomes, meningioma growth in the eloquent area and the presence of peritumoral oedema are the two adverse parameters predicting the development of postoperative neurological deficits. In contrast, dural types of vascularisation, a visible tumour-brain interface, meningioma growing in a non-eloquent area, and the absence of peritumoral oedema are favourable predictive parameters. To go by the results, in the presence of the last two parameters the patient need not be exposed to the risks of invasive selective angiography.